
Given ted G =(V,E,w)

W:E-IR.

Shortestpath from set to

fel is the sit-path P

minimizes w(P) =2 w(air).

*
arep

min WIP) is the Anance from
s to t

Mostshortestpaths alys
find shortestpaths from s

to all vertices v.

-
ource ShortestPaths



see
shortestpaths contain

shortest paths

-
↳

can assume shortestpaths
follow a tree rooted at

So

Single-source shortest paths
treo



MST F SSSP

For and irected graphs,
replace each edge with

both of its orientations.

a v=-
to make graph directed.



Weights maybe negative!
We dont know how to find

actually
shortest paths-
We can find shortests

shortestwalks don'texist
if there is a negative

weight cycle.



0.w. some shortest walk

is a path - sssp tree
exists



Ford, Dantzig, Minty ...
Maintain a pessimistic guess
on distance to each vertex.

two mutable variable per
vertex vi

-dist(r):upper found on

distance from s to v.

distIs) starts at0
dist(u) starts at +0. Fres

-pred (r): predecessor of v

on somes to a walk.

prod(r) starts at Null



Call an edge afe
if dist(n) + w (nv)<dist(v)

implies dist(u) is too high,
so ax it

The "one"algorithm:



Chaims:Eventuallyteminates
is no negative cycles.
When it does dist(v) :distance
to r Fr. prod (v)

:prod vortex

on shortest path

if dist(v) =x, v is not
reach;Glo from s

Bat ...
if any nog, weight cycle

E

is reachido froms, well
never terminate



Comma:At all times, for any
vortex v, dist(u) is either
* or the length of some
s,r-walls that ends with

prod (v) v.

Proof:Induction on relaxations

Suppose dist(v) ++ the

lastchange was Relax(u-v).
We dist(v) = dist(n) +w(wfr)
6 prod (0) =U.
dist(u) was lastset at an
earlier relaxation.



So there is a walk W
from s to a site w(W):

W
v dist(n).

i-D⑧

We justsetdist(v) to

60 the length of Wower

which ends with nor-produc
Cori => dist(r) is alway
I distance from stor



Never aBad Idea:
Bellman-Ford

Relax ALL the edges!
cover and overs

Imagine FordSSSr. distIv) is
~ correct first-

X 8

...
time we relax

·
s SV.

Firsttime we relaxw

=
er setting dist(u),were done,



First time we relax wex
after we relax vow after
we relax sir, dist(X) is

correct.

dist (v): length of shortest
walk from s for that

uses inedges.
- dist(s) =0

-dist(r)= F vEs

-ifthe shortest walk from
stor uses kedges,
dist(i (r) -distance if ick
dist_; (v) = distance it; Ik



Lomma:For everyvertex o

non-neg i, after isiterations
of outer while loop,
dist(v) =disti (V).

Proof:If i =0, dist(s) =distan's
dist(v) =0 =

distr()

Suppose is0.

Lot W60 a shortest walk
froms to using i
odges. By dot. W has length

distill).
If W=

0, then v
=

s

distei (v)
=0.



dist(r):dist(s) =0 =disti(r)
aw. Letair to the
lastedge of W.

⑧ ->inS W

-
W

By induction, dist(u)=
dista-in) after

i-literations.

During iteration is we check
wiv. At that moment



·a) dist(u) =dist(n)
+w (n +v)

-or-6) dist (v) <dist(u) +w(w=v)
=) utr is tense

->We relax it so now

dist(v) =dist(n) twInv)

dist(u) doesn'trise, so when

iteration isands,
dist(v) =dist(u) +w(u+)

dist-(n) +w(u)

-dist=(V)
Proof works even withcyclosogs



Suppose no weg, cycles...
Shortestwallss/paths have

=IV)-1 edges.
->dist(v) = distance after
IVI-literations

(we know dist(u)I distance too.)

=>dist(v) =distance

OCE) per iteration, so

time



Fail sate version:

still O(VE) time.


